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Abstract 
The analysis of speech using Linear Predic-
·tion is reformulated to account for the presence of 
acoust ically added noise and a teclmique is pre-
sented for reducing its effect on parameter estima-
tion. TIle method, called Predictive Noise 
Cancellation (PNC) , modifies the noisy speech 
autocorrelations using an estimate of present • 
background noise which is aJaptively updated from 
an average all-pole noise spectrum. TIle all-pole 
noise spectn.nn is calculated by averaging auto-
correlations during non- speech act i vity. TIle meth-
od uses procedures \.;hich are already available to 
the LPC analyzer, and thus is well suited for real 
time analysis of noisy speech. Preliminary re-
sults show signal to noise improvements on the 
order of 10 to 20 db. 
Introduction 
As noise is acoustically added to speech, the 
resulting intelligibility and quality of the LPC 
synthesis degrades [1]. [<lJ. 1his paper presents a 
technique which accolUlts for the nOise present and 
modifies the noisy speech autocorrelations in 
order to suppress it. TIle method is based upon _ 
the simple observation that if x (k) =5 (k) +n (k) , 
where s(k) is clean speech, n(k) is the added 
noise, and x(k) their Sl~, and if the noise signal 
n(k) were knmm exactly, then the desired speech 
autocorrelations, Rss(JIl) can be recovered from the 
noisy speech, x(k) by computing: 
RSs(m) = Rxx(m) - Rxn(m) - Rnx(m) + Rnn Cm) 
where 
Rxn(m) L x(k)n(k+m) 
k 
RxxCm) • t x(k)x(k+m) 
Rss(m) = t s(k)s(k+m) 
(1) 
Of course the Iioise is not knmm within any 
given analysis frame and must be approximated. A 
method for estimating it is the subject of this 
paper. Once an estimate for the local noise com-
ponent is determined, Equation (1) can be used to 
calculate the autocorrelat ions of the est im..1.ted 
speech spectrum from \,hich the LPC parameters can 
be obtained. 
Constraints 
Since the noise cancellation is to be inte-
grated into the LPC analysis, it was decided that 
the estimation of the present noise component be 
done using algorithms already ;wailahle to the L1'C 
analyzer. In addition, noise characterizat.ion and 
estimation should depend only upon the actual 
background environment as recorded by the micro-
phone. 
Plan 
To satisfy these constraints the noise envi-
ronment is modeled by an all-pole spectrum. It is 
estimated by averaging autocorrelations during an 
initial period of non-speech activity. These 
averaged noise autocorrelations are then used to 
estimate the present frame noise component. The 
local noise component is estimated by convolving 
the average noise autocorrelotions with a correla-
tion filter whose impulse response is estimated 
for each frame to minimize the mean square error 
between the average noise and the local signal. 
TI1US the method can be described as that of auap-
tively filtering past noise to approximate present 
noise. 
l-lethod 
There are four phases to the process of 
Predictive Noise Cancellation. They are: (1) 
estimation of average background noise using LPC; 
(2) estimation of noise-signal correlation filter; 
(3) modification of noisy speech autocorrelations; 
and (4) calculation of final LPC parameters. 
BackgrolUld Noise Estimation 
During the startup or a calibration period 
when just background noise is recorded by the 
microphone, the first ~(+l autocorrelat ions repre-





R-- em) Nl t R(I) (m) m=O,l, ... ,t.! 
nn c 1=1 xx 
where 
~)(m) N-l L x(k)x(k+m), 
k=O 
(21 
is the mth autocorrelation during the Ith frame to . 
be averaged. 
x(k) = noise signal (s(k)=O) 
= nL~ber of frames to be averaged 
(nonnally 1/2 sec) 
M = order of all-pole noise spectrum (set 
to 10) 
At the completion of the calibration period, 
predictor coefficients representing the noise 
a (k) are conqmted using Levinson's recursion. 
·n 
Finally since it will be necessary to compute 
crosscorrelation beth'een the average noise ii(k) and 
the noisy signal, x(k), the first N values of t'le 
minimt.nn phase impulse response n(k) defined from 
an (k) are conq)uted as: 
,·f 
fi(k) = - L a (i)n(k-i)+G-6 k 0 (3) i=l n n , 
k "" 0,1, ... ,N-I. 
where 
N "" analysis window length 
(Nominally. 20 ms) 
Noise-Signal Correlation Filter 
A block diagram indicat ing the noise cancella-
tion procedure is shOlm in Figure (1). 
n 





n: averaged noise 
L . 
H(z) = L h(i)z-l: correlation filter 
i=O 
x: noisy speech 
u: filtered average noise 
~: noise cancelled speech 
Predictive Noise Cancellation Block Diagram 
Figure 1 
the purpose of H(zl is to modi fy n(k) to 
approximate the noise n(k) within the current 
analysis frame. The filter is estimated using a 
least square criterion. The tap parameters of 
H(z) are estimated in order to minimize 
L 
r [~(k)]2 : L [x(k)- L h(i)n(k-i)]2 
k k i=O 
(4 ) 
~linimizing Equation (4) \,ith respect to h(i) re-
sults in a toeplitz system of linear equations: 
L r h(i)R--(i-j) 
i=O nn 




"" L n(k)x(k+j) 
k""O 
H 
- L a (i)x(k-i)+G 6k 0 i=l x x , 
(5) 
It \,as ne~essary to use the LPC minimum phase 
approximation x(k) to x(k) since n(k) is an LPC 
miniml~ phase approximation. :\ote that It(:) can 
be calculated using the t\,O pass Levinson's 
recursion [2], [3]. 
After estimating "(z) it is nOr1n:llizeJ to 
have a spectral a\'erage of lInity by JidJing each 
tap parameter hCi) by h(O). This nonnal i:at ion 
was included since the purpose ot 11(::) is to shape 
the spectrum of n(k) but not to increase its total 
energy. 
Autocorrelation ~Jodirication 
Referring to rigure 2, the autocorrc1at ion of 
the noise cancelled speech, s(k) arc given h:" 
(6) 
m = 0, I, ... ,~I 
It is not necessnry to explicitly calculate ulk) 
in order to ohtain R- (m) and R (m). 1~e5e 
xu uu 
correlation terms can be calculated from Rxn(m) 
and Rim (m) as follows: 
L 






Rxu(m) "" L 
k""O 




Rxu(m) L h(i) L x(k)n(k~m-i) 
icO k=O 





R. (m) ~ I h(i)R._(m-i) 
·xu i~O xn 
(1(1) 
Likewise Ruu(m) can be obtained from Riul(m) 






L I h(i)h(i+m) 
i~O 
I Rhh(i)R--(m-i) m~O.l, ... ,H i~-L , nn 
LPC Parameter Calculation 
Having calculated R. (m) and R (m), the 
xu uu 





speech can be computed using Equation (6). From 
these the LPC coefficients can be calculated usin~ 
the Levinson's recursion. A stable filter will 
result since Rss(m) is positive definite. 
Implementation and Results 
The algorithm was inserted into an LPC 
vocoder simulation and tested on a data base con-
sisting of three types of noisy ~I'eech. Type one 
was clean speech plus j",olln ;tmOllnts of guassian 
noise digitized rrom an analog noise generator. 
Type two \~as clean speech plus knOlvn ,unOWltS of 
noise recorded in a helicopter cockpit. Type three 
was speech recorded in a hel icopter. Speci f ica-
tions for the vocoder simulation ,,'ere as folloh's: 
Sampling Frequency ~ 6,667 kllz 
Analysis \~indOl" Length, N 19.2 ms 
Predictor Order, ~I ~ 10 
Correlation rilter Order, 
Initial Averaging Period, 
Results 
L ~ 10 
N = 0.5 sec. 
c 
An audio tape demonstrating the results will 
be played. A coarse measure of signal to noise 
improvement can be calculated by comparing the 
energy before cancellation RJO((O) with the energy 
after, cancellation R~~(O). ' An improvement on the 
order of 10 to 20 db lYas observed for all types of 
noisy speech . ~Iethods for measuring impro\'ements 
in qual ity and intelligibility are currently being 
investigated. 
Conclusion 
An integrated system for noise cancellation 
coupled with LPC analysis has been presented. The 
method asSumes that· noise present during the 
current analysis frame can be estimated hy filter-
ing an all-pole average noise spectnun through an 
adaptivcly updated linear filter. The noisy 
speech autocorrelations are then modified to 
account for the noise estimate. The algorithm is 
currently being tested on a variety of noisy 
operating endronments \~ith preliminarr results 
showing a signal to noise improvement of 10 to 20 
db. 
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